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The 12th Player in every  
Premier League team in 
partnership with YouGov



Foreword
Barclays have been lucky enough to be 
involved with football for over a hundred 
years through banking relationships 
with the FA, many of the clubs, and  
a long history of partnership with the 
Premier League – which today sees us 
as their Official Banking Partner.

This longevity has given us the chance 
to see football from the commercial 
prospective but also in more recent 
years from the angle of the fans. 

The Premier League has captured the imagination of people 
around the world, those who might initially view football 
with interest but then, like many, become enamoured with a 
favourite player, then a team, until the trials and tribulations 
of being an avid follower dominates their weekends, and 
they become lifelong fans. 

Through our partnership with the Premier League we have 
always tried to celebrate those who support the game. 

This season we have delved deeper and launched our 
‘Game Changing’ campaign that looks to celebrate and 
recognise those that really do make a difference; players, 
managers, volunteers and of course fans. 

This research, commissioned by Barclays and undertaken 
by YouGov, involves interviews with 4,039 fans from all the 
Premier League clubs, together with interviews with past 
Premier League players, broadcasters, academics and fan 
groups. The aim was to find out what difference fans make 
to teams; particularly at games but also supporting remotely 
or through the media (social and traditional). We have asked 
the question ‘Is there such a thing as the 12th player’ and 
we think we have gone some way to answering it.

We hope you enjoy reading the report and that as well 
as answering some questions it raises others. We will 
be looking to answer further questions over the coming 
months and years when as we look deeper into the 
importance of supporters and their ‘Game Changing’ 
influence on football.

Tom Corbett 
Head of Group Sponsorship
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Approach
There are a number of strands to 
this research, including both in-depth 
interviews with ex-players, managers 
and other football related experts and  
a larger quantitative survey with fans. 

1.  Depth interviews with ex-players, managers and other 
football related experts.

Within the interview we covered:

•  How players perceive fans to impact them, both on and 
off the pitch

•  Whether this has changed over the course of their career 
– probe rising influence of social media and celebrity 
culture, e.g. being recognised in public, tweets being read 
by millions of fans (who in turn respond)

•  In what ways they think fans believe that they impact a 
match

•  If a fan themselves, do they believe they have an impact 
on the game? Why / why not, and in what ways?

•  What would they describe as ‘game-changing’, and do 
fans factor into this?

•  Can fans can have a tangible impact on players during a 
game? Identify specific examples from players/managers 
of occasions where fans have affected the course of the 
match

•  Specific stories/examples/moments where fans have 
been game changing to them in the course of their 
career.

 
2. Quantitative survey with football fans

Using YouGov’s nationwide online panel, we interviewed 
4,039 Premier League football fans. 

As part of the questionnaire, we asked respondents in 
greater depth about their levels of engagement with the 
game, based on the following broad areas:

• Season ticket/club membership

• Frequency of attending home/away matches

•  Involvement with fan groups (e.g. Supporters Clubs, 
Fanzines)

•  Games related to football (e.g. Gambling, Fantasy 
Football)

• Premium TV subscription (e.g. Sky Sports, BT Sport)

•  Traditional media consumption (e.g. watching/listen to 
games,  
reading match reports)

• Streaming live matches

• Social media interaction with own club

•  Social media interaction with general football outlets (e.g. 
BBC Sport).

All respondents were fans of the twenty Premier  
League clubs from the 2017/18 season. The survey  
lasted approximately 12-15 minutes and was hosted  
on YouGov’s bespoke, secure survey platform.  
YouGov were responsible for all recruitment,  
incentives and data collection/processing. Fieldwork 
took place from 31st January until 12th February 2018.
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The 12th Player
Is there such a thing as the 12th player 
in football? The importance of fans is 
often spoken about by those involved in 
football but what do we actually know  
about the impact they have on the 
game itself?

In this unique study, commissioned by 
Barclays and conducted by YouGov, 
we spoke to ex-players, managers, 
journalists, sociologists and, most 
importantly, the fans themselves to 
better understand the influence that 
they have on the beautiful game. 

There are games in which you play 
twelve against eleven

Gianfranco Zola

Whilst the game of football has changed immeasurably over 
the past 150 years, two of its most fundamental traits have 
remained consistent. The rules of the game have evolved 
but are largely unchanged; a goal in 2018 is as important as  
it was in 1857, the year in which the world’s oldest living 
football club, Sheffield FC, was founded. More importantly, 
the fans are still here and they are critical to what happens 
on the pitch.

The Factory Act of 1850 gave rise to football as a 
recreational activity. For the first time, workers had time to 
spare and football filled the void. Community-based football 
‘clubs’ were founded and non-playing members spectated 
the matches. They were the original ‘fans’. Attendances 
grew, rivalries were formed and fans became empowered as 
an external force capable of influencing the result. 

Much has changed over the past couple of centuries but we 
believe that football fans are as important as they ever were. 
They are the 12th Player and, in the first half of this report, 
we aim to explain why.

“
”

Agreement amongst fans 
for the existence of the 
12th player stands at 77%

1st Half
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The fans are the Game 
Changers
There is near unanimous agreement that football fans have 
a hugely important role to play and there is nowhere where 
this is truer than at the match itself. Les Ferdinand played 
for Newcastle United in their 4-3 defeat to Liverpool at 
Anfield in the 1995-96 season, a match voted  
in 2003 as the Premier League ‘Match of the Decade’:

“I went to Liverpool with Newcastle. We played in a game 
that was deemed as the best game played in the Premier 
League so far. The atmosphere…both sets of supporters 
were behind their teams. It was just incredible.”

The game was high on drama with players feeding off a 
frenzied atmosphere at a pivotal moment in the season. 
It was hardly surprising given the sets of fans involved. 
Liverpool and Newcastle United fans are still very well 
regarded amongst their peers. When asked which fans 
are the noisiest, the research showed the Reds and the 
Magpies come out on top, both home and away. Liverpool 
fans continue to make a huge impact on the game; their 4-3 
win over Manchester City in January was voted by fans as 
the match in which fans made the most difference to the 
outcome of the result this season. 

Leon Osman played over 400 matches for Everton and 
believes that a central component in this particular match 
was a duel between opposing players:  “The Liverpool 
fans will have affected [Raheem] Sterling’s performance 
in a negative way.  On the opposite side, they would have 
raised [Andrew] Robertson’s, who was playing against him, 
because he knows every time he does something he’s going 
to get a big, loud cheer. That raises his game as well.”

Many players believe that the most tangible way that fans 
can be ‘game changing’ is by shifting the momentum in 
matches. Ex-Premier League players Joleon Lescott and 
Kevin Davies both use the word ‘momentum’ specifically. 
Lescott, a Premier League title winner with Manchester City 
in 2011-12 and 2013-14, talks about “releasing the crowd” 
whilst Davies, former captain of Bolton Wanderers, talks 
about how momentum can change “suddenly”:

“‘Oh, here we go.’ Then you chase the ball a little bit 
more. The fans appreciate it, and then they cheer you on. 
Suddenly, the momentum.”

It’s the support –  
it’s pure energy, it comes into you  
and it’s very invigorating

Gianfranco Zola

Momentum is important and will often come from a positive 
piece of play from the team that fans are supporting but it 
can also turn on a sense of injustice:

“Usually it’s a tackle where maybe the referee will give a 
foul, and it’s not a foul”, says Osman. “Suddenly the fans 
disagree. So, from being quite quiet, they’re out of their 
seats… Suddenly it’s, ‘he’s against us here. Come on, we’ll all 
cheer’.”

The impact that fans make on football isn’t always on the 
day of the match. Alan Curbishley was manager of Charlton 
Athletic for 15 years and has experienced the power of fans 
first hand:

“Because the council wouldn’t allow Charlton to go back to 
The Valley, they formed a political party, got people on the 
seats at councils, and then Greenwich council gave them 
planning permission to go back  
after seven years, and it was the fans doing that that got 
the club back to The Valley.”

After spending five years at Selhurst Park and two years at 
the Boleyn Ground, Charlton Athletic moved back to The 
Valley in December 1992 and this was the start of a rise that 
ultimately took them to the Premier League in 1998. Like 
Ferdinand, Curbishley needs little persuading to praise the 
impact of fans:

“Fans play a big role, not just on the players, but on the 
managers, the chairman and the owners.”

It’s clear that players and managers believe that fans make 
an impact and it’s clear that fans agree wholeheartedly. 
86% agree that ‘fans are an asset to their team when they 
attend live matches’ but 77% go further and believe the 
fans can be the 12th player at live matches. In the words 
of former Chelsea star Gianfranco Zola, “there are places 
where the supporters make a big difference.” 

Fans can have such a positive impact that players come to 
see their club as home. Davies captained Bolton Wanderers 
during an enjoyable spell in the Premier League:

“I think, from a player’s point of view, you find your home 
sometimes. Then when you have that relationship, it’s 
brilliant.”

“

”

Figure 1:  Les Ferdinand playing in the 4-3 defeat to Liverpool  

in 1995-96

Liverpool supporters are 
regarded by others as the 
loudest singers and noisiest 
fans – at home and away.

Figure 2: Liverpool player Dejan Lovren applauding the fans after their 

4-3 victory over Manchester City

4  3
Liverpool vs Manchester 
City (14th January) was the 
game where fans had the 
biggest impact this season.

68% of Fans believe they 
can have a game-changing 
impact at matches

Figure 3: The Valley stadium, ahead of Charlton returning to the ground 

in December 1992
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We shall not be moved
So what exactly is a fan’s role at a match? 95% of fans 
believe that the most important role they can play is a 
positive one, not just watching passively, but singing or 
shouting for their team.

Whatever the chant is, if it’s sustained  
and it’s loud, it gives you that tingle 
down the spine

Jim Dolan, Pride of Irons Co-Chair

The most respected group of fans are undoubtedly the 
away fans. Only 5% of fans claim to have attended an away 
game in the past 12 months and this core group are widely 
revered:

“It’s no surprise that when you listen to games on 
television, you can always hear the away fans louder than 
the home fans”, says Kevin Miles, Chief Executive of the 
Football Supporters’ Federation. “I think having that very 
concentrated passionate group of people that follow you 
away, sometimes ends up absolutely positively affecting 
away form and helps to pick up points where they probably 
would have lost to them at home.”

The behaviour of fans at matches is largely positive and 
supportive, but some fans see the opportunity for their 
team to gain an advantage by criticising/booing the 
opposition (17%) or criticising/booing the referee (13%). 
A small portion of fans believe that their role is to criticise/
boo their own team (5%) and it is this minority that 
can often win out. Shay Given was a popular figure at 
Newcastle United and still holds the club in great affection 
but acknowledges that the pressure of playing in front of a 
demanding crowd can be overwhelming for some players:

“It gets to players, even at home. Even sometimes at 
Newcastle this year. You had 52,000, and some of the 
players don’t want to get on the ball because they’re afraid 
to give it away”

Jacqui Oatley is a prominent football commentator and 
presenter for ITV Sport and BBC Sport and believes it is 
sometimes hard for fans to relate and truly understand the 
reasons for poor performance:

“If they’re not performing, what might be misconstrued  
as laziness might actually be lack of confidence.”

This is an area where there may be a disconnect. Fans 
recognise their importance and the positive role they can 
play but they aren’t always aware that their actions can be 
to the detriment of the team. Only a third of fans (37%) 
agree that ‘players worry about the negative impact that 
fans can have on live matches’ (just 7% strongly agree with 
this statement).

“
”

Figure 4: Manchester City fans celebrating an upcoming victory

believe it is a fan’s role to 
encourage and applaud 
their own team.

86%

31% go to games, watching, 
on average, 9 per season.

4,039 fans surveyed.

16% of those fans attend 
Away games.
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Give it your all
Fans are passionate and they expect the same from players. 
The most important part of the experience of supporting 
a football team is that ‘[their] team plays with heart and 
commitment’ (28%) which is considered more important 
than winning or playing well.

“I think that what the fans want to see is effort,” says 
Lescott. “Most fans want to see effort, so it is something like 
a tackle because that’s your commitment to the team and 
the situation.”

It is like a love affair

Jacqui Oatley, Football Commentator

Zola was a very popular player in his time at Chelsea thanks 
to his perfect mix of commitment and talent:

“When I go on the pitch, I give 100% of what I’ve got. I 
possibly win the game, but I want [the fans] to enjoy what 
I’m doing, and what they’re seeing. They want me to be 
producing good performances in order for them to enjoy it.”

As the cliché goes, it is just a game at the end of the day. 
According to Zola, “what motivates a lot of players is that 
they want to make it enjoyable. They are proud of making 
their supporters pleased about what they are doing.”

“ ”

of Fans are primarily 
looking for their team 
to play with heart and 
commitment.

28%

Figure 5: Gianfranco Zola celebrating a goal with the fans
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The game is changing
Fans change the game, and the game 
as a whole has undoubtedly changed. 
During the half-time break, we look at 
the way the game has evolved and how 
it reflects changes in society.

Half-time 
refreshments
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Come one, come all
Fans change the game and the game itself has undoubtedly 
changed. With the exception of Fulham’s Craven Cottage 
in 2001-02, Premier League stadiums have been all-seater 
since the start of the 1994-95 season. When asked what 
has improved in the time they have been following football, 
39% of fans cite ‘accessibility for families’ which is second 
only to ‘the quality of football’ (44%). Oatley is clear on what 
has led to this change:

“Sitting down has changed things. Not always for  
the better, but it has changed things. It’s definitely  
more family-friendly.”

We’re now starting to see  
that diversity
Jim Dolan, Pride of Irons Co-Chair

Watford fans are the most likely to think ‘accessibility  
for families’ has improved (55%). Recently appointed 
manager Javi Gracia spoke positively to the media  
about the club’s status as a family club:

“I’m very comfortable here at Watford. It’s like a family. We 
don’t have the big budget but we have a big heart.”

Jim Dolan is the Co-Chair of ‘Pride of Irons’, an LGBT 
fan group for West Ham United supporters. He believes 
a greater focus on safety in the grounds has been an 
influencing factor in the demographic changes of the fan 
base, alongside the rise in popularity of the women’s game:

“The growth of women’s football has really helped  
and I think societal and gender norms are changing. Dads 
don’t just go, ‘I’m going to take my son to football,’ they’ll 
take their daughters.”

Dolan also cites the LGBT ‘Rainbow Laces’ campaign as a 
positive example of diversity and inclusion in football:

“It’s a small thing for them to pull off for one day, but  
it’s had a massive impact on the fan base”.

Les Ferdinand played for a number of Premier League 
clubs in a 20-year career and is now Director of Football at 
Queens Park Rangers. He is one of the few BAME (Black, 
Asian and Minority Ethnic) coaches working in the Football 
League and has noticed a shift in the demographic make-up 
of football supporters:

“We know how diverse football is and I think it’s become 
multicultural. This country’s multicultural. Football’s 
multicultural. So now you go to games, there’s not a 
game that you go to where you don’t see diverse people, 
multicultural people in the stands.”

“
”

44% of fans cite the quality  
of football as the biggest  
improvement over time

Figure 6: Burnley fans cheering on their side  

on matchday
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A whole new ball game
So what does it mean to be a football fan in 2018?  
The influence of Sky Sports on football in the UK has grown 
at a rapid rate since Teddy Sheringham scored  
the first televised Premier League goal for Nottingham 
Forest in a 1-0 win over Liverpool in 1992.

That’s the key transformative moment

John Williams, University of Leicester  

professor and fan expert

Of the 4,039 Premier League football fans we surveyed, 
close to three-quarters (72%) watch football on TV 
compared to just over a third (34%) who attend live 
matches. Of those that watch football on TV,  
highlights packages rule the roost with 79% tuning in  
to programmes such as Match of the Day. Messrs Lineker 
and co haven’t lost their touch just yet. Live broadcasts  
are the next most popular vehicle for watching football  
on TV (71%), a clear sign of Sky Sports’ impact on  
the game. TV is the dominant medium for consuming  
the beautiful game and Sundays have never been so ‘Super’.

The balance of power lies with TV but there are new players 
on the block; 38% use social media to keep up  
to date with the latest football news, 29% follow live text 
reporting on sports websites and 11% play video games 
related to football. Being a football fan for one person may 
mean something entirely different to another.

Attending matches is still a crucial part of the football-
supporting experience but it is not the be-all and end-all. 
Fans of current Premier League clubs who attend live 
matches attend on average nine games a season and just 
over a quarter (27%) have never attended a Premier League 
match.

“ ”

Figure 7: Teddy Sheringham 

playing in the first televised 

Premier League game in 1992

of fans watch 
televised football72%
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Culture revolution
The broader culture surrounding the game has evolved. 
Some of this has been technology-led. For example, social 
media now provides a backdrop to all football-related 
events.

Fans have mixed feelings on social media. For some, it 
can be a positive addition to the football experience with 
61% agreeing that ‘social media can help fans to feel 
closer players’ and the same proportion believing that 
‘encouragement and praise on social media from fans can 
have a positive impact on players’. 

Yet there is also acknowledgement that the overall impact of 
social media isn’t necessarily universally positive: whilst fans 
agree that it can be a force for good, a greater proportion 
think it has had a negative rather than a positive impact on 
the game (41% vs 28% with the remainder thinking it hasn’t 
had an impact or selecting ‘don’t know’).

As fortunes fluctuate, fan bases change. After 26 years 
without a First Division/Premier League title, Manchester 
United must have begun to wonder if it would ever happen 
for them. The outpouring of emotion that followed their 
1992-93 title win developed into a swagger as the team 
dominated the league under Sir Alex Ferguson. The 
matchday experience at Old Trafford has changed over the 
years with supporters coming from far and wide to share the 
‘experience’ of watching world-famous Manchester United. 
The Mancunian confidence resides in the away support 
though and they are still regarded by other fans as being 
one of the noisiest in the league.

Our whole idea of who fans are now  
has changed

John Williams, University of Leicester  

professor and fan expert

“
”

of fans agree 
Social Media can 
help them feel 
closer to players

86%
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Us vs Them
In the second half of this report, we  
look at what makes football fans tick. 
What is it that sets them apart from 
fans of other sports and what are  
some of the key differences between 
the supporter bases of each current 
Premier League club?

2nd Half
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The most common reason fans support their club:

“They were my local team growing up.”

Figure 8: Newcastle United fans encouraging the team

Partisans vs Purists
Football fans are uniquely partisan. 
Many other team sports have 
supporters but none exhibit the 
level of emotion, passion and sheer 
stubbornness of a football fan.

There’s something about football  
that’s tribal. It’s not quite a cult,  
but it can feel that way at times

 Jacqui Oatley, Football Commentator

It is a sense of belonging that defines football fans within 
the wider context of sport. John Williams is a professor at 
the University of Leicester and an expert in fan behaviour. 
He believes there is a distinction that can be drawn between 
the partisan nature of football and other sports:

“Partisan fandom is when you go because you support a 
club or a team that usually has some kind of identity tie for 
you.”

The importance of identity cannot be underestimated.  
43% of fans claimed to support their club because  
‘they were [their] local team growing up’, the most common 
reason cited. Family was a close second (35%). For all the 
talk of football fans being ‘glory hunters’, only 7% claimed 
to support their team because ‘they are a successful team’. 
This drops to just 1% amongst Newcastle United fans.  
A more devoted set of fans you could not wish to meet.

Williams continues:

“Then there are purist fans, who tend to support other types 
of sports where they’re going along to watch the event itself. 
They’re not going along because they have a particular 
partisan interest, they’re going to appreciate the game.”

Football is undoubtedly the most popular sport in both 
the UK and globally but other sports like rugby, cricket, 
tennis and golf receive high profile coverage and there 
are fans who watch a variety of sports without a devoted 
relationship to football.

Partisans rule the roost in the world of football and, as per 
the famous terrace chant, once you have a team, they’re 
with you ‘until you die’. The vast majority of fans only 
attend matches of the team they support (68%) and a large 
minority (27%) mainly attend matches of their  team but 
occasionally will visit another team, maybe in a lower league 
to get their football fix. According to Oatley, the thought of 
actually changing the team you support is sacrilege:

“It would never cross your mind to start supporting another 
club no matter how bad they are.”

168 years have passed since the 
introduction of the Factory Act but 
football fans’ bonds with their teams 
are still rooted in community and 
membership. There will always be 
glory hunters along for the ride but the 
typical fan’s relationship is much more 
meaningful, long-lasting and partisan.

“

”
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United, Kids, Wife 
…in that order? 
Bill Shankly once famously spoke of football ranking above 
life (and death) and this rings true for a hardcore group of 
fans; 1% think football ‘is the most important thing in [their] 
life’. The majority don’t feel quite the same but it is still 
important; 12% think ‘it is one of the most important things 
in [their] life’ and 45% think ‘it is very important to them’, 
just not quite on the life and death scale. Perhaps if we had 
asked at 4.45pm on a Saturday the answer might have been 
very different.

 Football is my obsession,  
my all-consuming passion

 Jacqui Oatley, Football Commentator

Season ticket holders are, by their very nature, a particularly 
committed section of the fan base and they are significantly 
more likely than non-season ticket holders to agree that, 
when their team wins, it ‘makes the rest of [their] weekend 
great’ (87% vs 50%). Conversely, they’re also more likely to 
agree that, when their team loses, it ‘ruins [their] weekend’ 
(48% vs 20%). The highs are high and the lows are low for 
those that follow their team through thick and thin.

When asked to rank football in relation to other aspects of 
their lives, fans did have a sense of perspective with family 
and partner top of the list of most important. The infamous 
banner that adorned Manchester United’s Stretford 
End (‘United, Kids, Wife, in that order’) may need some 
rearranging, but don’t under estimate its importance as part 
of life’s rich tapestry.

“
”

While Football is important  
to fans, it’s only 8th in order 
of importance – just behind 
Work, at 7th.

Family is the most important. 
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You’re only as good  
as your last result
Fans’ expectations and perceptions of the game change 
over time. Manchester United and Arsenal remain two of 
the biggest clubs in the country but recent success has 
been modest by their lofty standards. When asked what 
the most important element of supporting a football team 
is, fans of the two clubs are the most likely to say that they 
want to see entertaining football (21%). There is clearly 
nostalgia for the glory days of their respective teams.

The thing that saves me is my wife is 
a very big Leicester City fan and since 
2016 she’ll forgive me for anything

John Williams, University of Leicester  

professor and fan expert

By contrast, fans of Leicester City and Manchester City, 
both emboldened by their status as Premier League 
champions in recent seasons, believe more strongly in their 
roles as fans. Leicester City fans are most likely to believe 
that fans can be a 12th player to teams at live matches 
whilst Manchester City fans are the most likely to believe 
that fans are a positive influence on their teams during 
matches. Champions on the pitch and champions in the 
stands but they expect something back – Leicester City 
fans are the 2nd most likely to agree that playing with ‘heart 
and commitment’ is the most important thing their team 
can do whilst Manchester City fans are the 4th most likely.

“

”
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The most important factors for fans:

1. That their team  
plays with heart  

and commitment

 
2. Winning 

3. Playing well



We’re in a league  
of our own
“The fans are the club. The big people and owners will 
come and go, but the real spirit of the club is its fan base”, 
says Jim Dolan, a strong advocate for the power of football 
supporters. “At the heart of it is the people who go every 
week. Without these people in the stands where would the 
atmosphere be? There’d be no spectacle.”

Football fans are proud and they are unique. Region 
provides one such distinction. Football fans in the North are 
more likely to consider themselves ‘passionate’ compared 
to football fans in the South (35% vs 30%). Both are pipped 
to the post, however, by fans based in the Midlands (36%). 
Leicester City aside, there has been a scarcity of Midlands 
Premier League success in recent times, which just goes 
to show how loyal and passionate the region is about its 
football teams.

 I thought every Premier League club 
and player was the same
 Shay Given 

Fans in the North and Midlands are also much more 
likely than those in the South to support the team they 
do because of family. West Bromwich Albion (50%), 
Manchester City (44%), Everton (42%) and Liverpool (42%) 
make up the Champions League places in this family table.

One Northern club that have made quite an impact since 
their promotion to the Premier League are Huddersfield 
Town. Liverpool’s 4-3 win over Manchester City was voted 
by other fans as the match in which supporters made the 
most difference to the outcome of the result this season but 
in second place was Huddersfield’s 2-1 win over Manchester 
United, a historic moment for a club playing in League One 
as recently as 2012.

“When Huddersfield Town beat Manchester United a 
couple of months ago, that was an extraordinary story,” 
says Williams. “That confirmed for many people what sport 
is about. It’s about the local, it’s about those people in 
Huddersfield and it’s about the fact that a provincial club 
of that kind can still beat this global giant. I think they have 
a very important role to play, in fact they’re crucial for the 
Premier League itself. It’s crucial for the Premier League that 
they have those occasional stories in which they point to a 
local provincial club with its own largely local fan base and 
say, ‘Look, it still matters here, this can still happen, this is 
still sport, it’s not just business.’”

“
”

Percentage of Manchester City  
fans who reside in the city:

  38%
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We’ll sing on our own
Football fans love to sing and we know that they consider it 
an important part of their role. It is the most impactful way 
that they can show their support in the stadium; the players 
and managers certainly notice.

 They’re up for this today
 Les Ferdinand

But which songs are the most popular?  
Liverpool fans are champions in this field with club  
anthem ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ the favourite (39%) 
amongst other Premier League team’s fans (excluding  
their own team’s traditional song). Liverpool’s main  
rivals have a secret though; despite their historic rivalries, 
both Everton and Manchester United fans consider  
‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ their favourite song other  
than their own.

West Ham United’s ‘Forever Blowing Bubbles’ is  
the second most popular club anthem (11%) and  
Les Ferdinand believes the song acts as a barometer  
for how ‘up for a game’ the fans are:

“There’s a way of singing ‘Forever Blowing Bubbles’ and 
there’s a way of singing it”.

“ ”

“You’ll Never Walk Alone”  
is the most popular club song,  
a favourite with 39% of fans.

overall see singing as one of 
their most important roles 75%
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They are the champions
So is there such a thing as the 12th 
player in football? It’s a yes that is 
as emphatic as the 5th goal in a 
comfortable win. It’s hard to argue 
against the qualitative evidence 
provided by a group of ex-Premier 
League footballers and managers plus 
a collection of football experts closely 
aligned to the game, including the 
associated fields of broadcasting and 
academia. That the fans themselves 
backed up the hypothesis with cold, 
hard, quantitative data gives us even 
great conviction in this belief.

Football has changed and will continue to change but the 
fans will always be the constant. Everyone associated with 
the game recognises their value and they continue to be a 
central component, especially during the most important 
part of football: matchday. As the game ebbs and flows, 
so too does the relationship that fans have with their team 
and its players. It is a symbiotic relationship and requires full 
commitment from both sides. 

A successful football team relies on every player performing 
consistently to the best of their abilities. When we talk 
about the greats of the games, there is only one that has 
performed to such a consistently high level throughout 
history: the fan, the 12th player.

Football fandom is a rich and complex topic to the 
uninitiated. The way that fans vary between club shows 
that they are not the homogenous group they might initially 
seem to be. But one thing unites all football fans and that  
is their ability to be game changing.

 We are motivated by giving pleasure 
and giving satisfaction to the people

Gianfranco Zola

“
”

Full time
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